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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the last quarterly report (30 September 1982), we described

a number of interesting critical angle experiments on z-cut quartz,

optical glass, and a copper single crystal. In the present report,

we document results of additional measurements on other materials

and crystals Including:

I , Quartz (x,y-cut crystals)
Silicon Single Crystal
Aluminum Single Crystal

Lithium Niobate Single Crystal
Spinel Single Crystal
4340 Steel Sample (polycrystalline)
Titanium Alloy (5 samples with

varying 02 content)(polycrystalline).

In general, these experiments demonstrate that linear equations

of motion describe the gross features of the data, provided we also

take anisotropy into account. ThaC is, the relevant equation of

motion is Newton's second law (Einstein notation)

P"i - aOik/Xk (1)

where the stress tensor Oik - Xikim Utm depends on the adiabatic

modulli of elasticity XikLm, and the strain

ULM IL +gm + -aur x3u " (2)

In the linear approximation, higher order strains are dropped, and

Ulm x+ xu (3)

is substituted into Eq. (1) to yield an equation of motion for

linear anisotropic media
1
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Sp k'm DXkaXt (4)I
This equation has monochromatic bulk wave solutions

Ui - Uoi e (5)

where the wavevector k is a function of frequency w satisfying

J Eq. (4). Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (4)

J (0026,m - Aiktmkkki)Um - 0 (6)

yields three homogeneous equations in the unknown particle

I displacements

SU1 Ux , U 2 = Uy and U3 = U z .

Nontrivial solutions of Eq. (6) require that the determinant
of the coefficients vanish yielding the cubic equation in w2

lXiktmkkk - P( 2 6imI = 0. (7)

Thus, there are, in general, three bulk wave velocities in any

linear anisotropic solid. When these considerations are extended to

a water - (anisotropic linear solid) boundary,2 it is found not only

that critical angles vary as a function of the angle of rotation of

I the solid, but also may be multiple. That is, two surface wave

critical angles sometimes exist.

All crystals, some alloys, and a variety of other materials

exhibit anistoropic elastic properties. Observations and theory are

in good agreement with linear elasticity theory (see above) in the

sense that the multiple critical angles appear where predicted and

with the proper magnitude.

[
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However, a variety of other experimental observations (see

previous reports) apparently involve more than the simple linear

theory for their explanation. For example, the overall measuring

process involves a water path, and water is a relatively nonlinear

substance in comparison to most solids. Moreover, there are

indications, that at and near the critical angle, the sample may

also exhibit nonlinear behavior.

.
I

i
Ii
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I
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I.
2.0 CRITICAL ANGLE MEASUREMENTSl

In addition to two bulk wave solutions in an isotropic

1solid, there are surface wave solutions on a free surface which
propagate at the velocity CR given by

I CR - CTV (8)

where n is the single root of the Rayleigh characteristic equation
5

11 - 8114 + 8ri2(3-2 _!tZ) _ 16 1- 2) 2-) .0

4

having the value IlI < 1. This is given approximately by

.87 + 1.12o (9)

Here, CT and CL are, respectively, the transverse and longitudinal

velocities and a is Poisson's ratio. These waves are the so-called

1Rayleigh waves that propagate on a vacuum-solid interface. They

are characterized by a rapid reduction in amplitude as a function of

j distance from the boundary and penetrate roughly one wavelength

below the solid surface.

1 t Even with liquid loading, the surface waves propagate along

the liquid-solid interface with essentially the same velocity 
CR.2

However, when liquid loading is present, a new and very useful

feature enters as illustrated in Fig. 1. The propagating surface

waves "leak" back into the water, combine, and interfere with the

I specularly reflected wave.

I
i
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Reflected and

7ncident "\-* zerdad

Wave Components

Lu "Leaky" Surface

Fig. 1. Focused acoustic source and point receiver combination used i
in experients. Te source has an aperture of 2.54 cm and

a 10 cm focal length. Te transducer had a 5 Hz center

frequency and is typically driven at 10 volts peak-to-peak

(at various frequencies 1-10 Mz). Apltudes recorded by

the point detector are typcally in the 1 volt range away

from the critical angle while they are typically in the

millvolt range at the critical angle.

I

I
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I
Various investigators have 4Ludied the resultant nonspecular

reflection field obtaining expressions for the reflection coefficient
6 7under various conditions.' In general, the reflection coefficient

for a spatially unbounded beam may be written following Richardson7

as

RaCos 22,y22 + (C22/c12) 2sin2y12stn2Y22 + cjsn1/2JiyjRcos 2y22 + (c2 2 /c3 2 ) sin2y12sin2y2 2 + PiCilsinyI2/P2c,2sinyxi

where c12 - velocity of longitudinal waves in the solid,

C22 - velocity of shear waves in the solid,
c2l = velocity of longitudinal waves in the liquid,

e = yll = angle of incidence of the longitudinal wave in the liquid

0 12 = angle of refracted longitudinal wave in the solid,

Y22 = angle of refracted shear wave in the solid,

pi = density of liquid

P2 = density of solid.

Angles are measured in the counterclockwise direction from the

plane of the interface. The velocities are the complex quantities

c = v(1 + tva/w), (1

v = normal velocity,

C - attenuation,

W - radian frequency.

The refracted angles are found by the generalized Snell's law,

cY = h . (12)

-6-
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As discussed in previous reports, the reflection coefficient

exhibits a sharp dip and a phase shift at the so-called Rayleigh

critical angle OR where (Vw - longitudinal wave velocity in water)

SinOR = W (13)[ CR

The above discussion applies to isotropic materials. When aniso-

tropies are present, the problem is much more complex. As discussed

in the September 30, 1982 quarterly report, Eq. (13) breaks down

and the phenomenon of multiple surface wave critical angles occurs.

In the following, we illustrate new results on both isotropic and

anisotropic materials.

I
I

I
I
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3.0 EXPERIMENTS

The results of measurements performed on a 4340 steel

specimen are illustrated in Fig. 2. See Fig. 3 for a description

of the angles involved. From Fig. 2 it might at first appear that

the entire specimen is isotropic. That is, since the critical angle

is close to 0 = 31.50 for all orientations 0, there would appear

to be only two elastic constants (X and p or E and a), and the

equation of motion

PU = JV2U + (X+V)V(V.U) (14)

5
would admit only one Rayleigh type surface wave solution. Thus,

only one Rayleigh type critical angle would be expected. Note,

however, that these measurements charocterize a region on the

liquid-solid interface which measures roughly only one wavelength

in water OL =.04 cm) in diameter.

We have found other regions on this same specimen (not

illustrated, but see April 1982 Final Report) that are highly

anisotropic and exhibit more than one critical angle. This observation

illustrates in a dramatic fashion how the focused lens source and

point receiver combination allow us to "map" or "image" the local

elastic properties at different points on a surface.

jNext we turn to an examination of x and y cuts of crystalline

quartz (see Fig. 4 and Table I). In Figs. 5 and 6, we illustrate

radial plots of the measured critical angles. Note that the z

direction is encountered in rotating both x and y cuts about an axis

normal to their surfaces, and as expected, the critical angle

measured along z is the same for both cuts (see Figs. 5 and 6).

Figure 7 illustrates data taken on an unoriented single crystal

of silicon. This illustrates the ability of the measurement system

to orient such a crystal. Since silicon is cubic (see Fig. 8),

K ! rotation about the (111) axis would be expected to produce critical

i -8-
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240 220--

20 j 9  / / ' 120*

110 2

260' C

270 90*

290* 70~

30300W

Fig. 2. Critical angles (0) vs *f or a 4340 steel sample. The frequency
was 4.1 MHz, temperature 20*C, and source oscillator amplitude
6.5 volts. The material appears to be approximately isotropic
in the small region of measurement (the lens focus).
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Fig. 4. The x, y and z axes of a quartz crystal.
An x-cut slab (perpendicular to x axis)
is illustrated. A z-cut slab would be
perpendicular to the z axis which is
also the symmetry axis of the crystal.
Note that the x axis penetrates the
line of intersection of two vertical
faces of the crystal while the y axis
is perpendicular to these faces. The
x and y axes are at 90* to one another
and to the z axis.

I
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TABLE I Experimental Materials (Crystals)
K Name Crystal System Description Orientation

Silicon (Si) Cubic Disk: 3.2 cm dia,

1.9 cm thick

Quartz (Si0 2) Hexagonal Disk: 2.5 cm dia, (x,y,z-cuts)

1.3 cm thick
SLithium Niobate Hexagonal Disk: 3 cm dia,

(LiNbO3) .75 cm thick

Spinel (MgA120) Cubic Rod: 2.8 cm dia,
2.5 cm long

Sapphire (A203) Hexagonal Disk: 5 cm dia,

.35 cm thick
Copper (Cu) Cubic Rod: 2.5 cm dia, (100)

1.9 cm long

Aluminum (At) Cubic Rod: 2.54 cm dia (100)

Lead (Pb) Cubic Rod: 2.54 cm dia, (100)
2.8 cm long

Silver (Ag) Cubic Disk: 1.5 cm dia,

.6 cm thick

Iron (Fe) Cubic Rod: 1.0 cm dia, (110)

2.5 cm long

I.
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I 7c 180 140, 2W0 10"

220 140'
140 20

230-10

240 1 ~20'

260*

10 0

270* 0

90. 7

90* 29> 0-

60

Fig. 7. Critical angles (6) vs *for a Silicon single crystal. The
frequency was 6 M4z, temperature 20*C, and source Oscillator
amplitude 9 volts. This data is consistent with an axis of
rotation coincident with the (111) axis of this cubic crystal.
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1 (111)

I ,(001) (110) (001)

/\[a aa.

'
°  a

(010)
° (a) (111) axis (b) (100) axis (c) (110) axis

(111) plane edge on

Fig. 8. Miller indices for cubic crystals. The axes are perpen-
dicular to the shaded planes of the same designation.
That is, the 100 axis is perpendicular to the 100 plane.
Many directions are quivalent in a cubic crystal. For
example, the 100 direction is equivalent to the 001
direction or the 010 direction in so far as bulk elastic
properties are concerned.
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angles showing the 60* periodicity (with ) observed in Fig. 7.

Thus, the axis of rotation was in fact the (111) axis and the silicon

crystal has been oriented using critical angle measurements.

Not all crystals may be oriented, however, as illustrated

by the measurements made on an aluminum single crystal. The crystal

of aluminum, having a very low anisotropy parameter, 8 looks very

nearly isotropic as illustrated by the critical angle measurements

of Fig. 9. Clearly, such crystals cannot be oriented easily using

I critical angle measurements alone.

In Fig. 10 we illustrate the critical angle measurements on

spinel (Mg A12 04) which crystalizes in the cubic system. It is clear

from these results that spinel has a very low anisotropy parameter.

Like the aluminum crystal, critical angle measurements do not suffice

to orient spinel. Anomalies (due to flaws or other defects) in the

critical angle, observed in materials like spinel and aluminum are,

therefore, unrelated to crystalline anisotropies.

Figure 11 illustrates the results obtained on lithium niobate

which is a hexagonal crystal. However, our particular crystal was not

oriented. These curves show a 600 periodicity (both critical angles)

that is analogous to z-cut quartz (see Septemer 30, 1982 Quarterly

Report). Therefore, the axis of rotation we chose was the symmetry

I axis of the crystal. Again we have illustrated the capability of

the measuring system to orient crystals.

jFinally, in Fig. 12 we illustrate a series of measurements

made on a titanium alloy with varying 02 content. One population of

samples (two samples) with different but "low" 02 content (A and B)

seem to have more or less isotropic characteristics. But, above a

certain 02 content (samples C, D, and E) all of the samples appear to

Ibe anisotropic owing to the distinct elliptical patterns exhibited by

curves of e vs as in Fig. 12. Although the data is sketchy (more

points on a given sample should be examined and averaged, for example),

it does appear that a change in crystal structure has taken place

above a threshold 02 content. In particular, below this threshold

!
1-17-
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I
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110* 250
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100 °  260-
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°  W0

90o 270

280°  80

270

290* 70'
70°  290

300°  60-
60°  3W0

310 °  50'
50o 310'

Fig. 9. Critical angles (e) vs * for an aluminum single crystal. The
frequency was 3.8 MHz, temperature 20*C, and source oscillator
amplitude 9 volts. The axis of rotation was coincident with
the (100) axis of this cubic crystal.
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Fig. 10. Critical angles C)vs *for a spinel single crystal. The
frequency was 4 MHz, temperature 20*C, and source oscillator
amplitude 9 volts. The orientation of the axis of rotation with
respect to the crystal axis is unknown.
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X' , 19J 170' 160" 1

140'
.... i,/, j, / /180" ,, 230:"2220 I ... ...' .

230 130'
130 230'

S 240 120'

120 240

250 110'
HlO 250'

10

27

280* E

70=

70' 90

300- 60*60o 60o 300°

310* 50'
50" 310'

Fig. 11. Critical angles (6) vs * for a single crystal of lithium niobate.
The frequency was 4 MHz, temperature 20*C, and source oscillator
amplitude 9 volts. The data are consistent with an axis of
rotation coincident with the symmetry axis (c or z axis) of this
hexagonal crystal.
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A . .. -....

x C ... ..

140

D Et: , .. .... ... .. .. ....

230N 130'
130" 230'

240 120'
120 240

IN 4N

3W0 60
W 0 300'

X

3100
'0 310'

Fig. 12. This figure illustrates critical angle measurements on five
specimens of a titanium alloy with varying 02 content. The 02
content increases from A to E. Curves for A and B seem to be

more or less isotropic (circular pattern) while C,D,E fall in
a distinctly elliptical pattern suggesting that a major crystal-
line anisotropy enters for specimens C,D,E. This change in
crystal structure appears to occur at a certain threshold 02
content characteristic of specimen C.
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the anisotropy parameter is small and above this threshold it is

large. Although the detailed reasons for such behavior reside in

the domain of metallurgy, it is clear that acoustic critical angle
I techniques might be helpful in characterizing or signaling the onset

of such changes of the crystalline symmetry character of a specimen.

I
I
I
I

I
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4.0 SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTSI ,
A dynamical physical system, such as the water path solid

combination in our experiments, can be characterized by its frequency

response. That is, the frequency spectra of the signals propagating

through the system may be analyzed to determine the response of the

system to various inputs. Any anomalies, such as nonlinearities,

will then be characterized by changes in such spectra as a function

I of certain variables (source voltage, angle of incidence, etc).

Although it is very difficult to obtain absolute spectral information

in a complex electronic and physical system, owing to many coupled

transfer coefficients, it is possible to obtain relative spectral

information as certain quantities, such as incident angle 0, are

varied. During this quarter, we made improvements that allowed us

to make such relative spectral measurements on nonspecularly reflected

longitudinal waves (reflected and reradiated by leaky surface waves)

at and near the Rayleigh critical angle. This information provides

1 insights into the nature of the scattering process as a function of

the angle of incidence (0) of the longitudinal waves and other

relevant variables.

Expanded Capabilities

We have expanded our experimental capabilities and are now

- able to measure

(a) Amplitude

(b) Phase

(c) Mean Frequency

*and (d) Frequency Spread (Standard Deviation)

of various individual reflected spectral lines (harmonics of a given

Lfundamental frequency).

These tasks have been accomplished by a series of improvements[ to our hardware and software. We have programmed the IBM personal

[
* .--- *- - . ------
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computer so that it will calculate Fourier frequency spectra (using

an FFT routine) from digitized time traces of the recorded signals

(waves scattered from the test specimens). This operation, which

provides the information needed to obtain a) through d) above, was

formerly accomplished using the PDP 11/23 computer. Moreover, the

11/23 programs only provided information on a). The IBM now runs the

entire critical angle measuring system which includes scanning of

various types, data digitizing, and data analysis.

We have also constructed a high attenuation (-60DB) active

filter to replace our earlier passive filter (-40DB). This new

filter is capable of suppressing a fundamental at 3 MHz while passing

second and higher harmonics with little effect. By using such a

filter, one can examine higher harmonics in the absence of the large

unwanted background signal at 3 MHz.

In addition we have recently upgraded our A-D board which is

used to convert analog time signals to digital data for input into

the Fourier spectral analysis programs. In its original form, this

I board was characterized by a digitizing rate of 20 MHz which meant

that the highest frequency that could be digitized and recorded was

Iabout 10 MHz. When examining signals with a fundamental frequency of

3 MHz, this requirement means that we could only expect to observe

1 higher harmonics up to the third (=9 MHz). With the upgraded board,

we can now digitize at a rate of 50 MHz which means that harmonics up

to the 8th can be measured for an input fundamental of 3 MHz.

Software that allows us to measure the phase, mean frequency, and

standard deviation of a given reflected spectral line has also been

Iimplemented.
We are in the process of making such spectral measurements on

samples ranging from glass to various single crystals. These measure-

ments involve examining spectra as a function of

1) Incident angle 0

2) Input amplitude

I and 3) Sample orientation

among other variables.I
-24-
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In Fig. 13 we illustrate measured amplitudes of the first

and second harmonics (the third harmonic amplitude was too noisy)

observed to be present in the received scattered signal from a

I specimen of optical glass as e is varied. Because glass is

isotropic, the observed increase in the second harmonic as the

critical angle is approached is clearly unrelated to anisotropy.

It is suggested that such effects are the result of nonlinearities

in the solid.

Standing in the way of a better understanding of such effects

is the absence of absolute spectral measurements. We believe that

absolute measurements of amplitudes, mean frequency, standard

deviation and phase of various spectral lines scattered from a

target, at and near the crtical angle, will provide significant

constraints on the complete physical description of the critical angle

phenomenon. Accordingly, we will continue to improve our capability

to make such measurements.

II
I

I"

I.
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I

I SECOND HARMONIC

I 0

FILTERED FUNDAMENTAL

0 •(60 DB FILTER)

I+

1S

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

Fig. 13. This figure illustrates fundamental and second harmonicSamplittdes present in the reflected signal from an
isotropic specimen of optical glass at and near the

SRayleiSh critical angle. Note the drop in amplitude of
the fundamental at ec and the increase in the second
harmonic at the same angle. The anomalous production of
such higher harmonics suggests that nonlinearities are
important at the critical angle.
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5.0 SUMMARY

We have performed numerous critical angle experiments on

a variety of samples ranging from single crystals to polycrystalline

alloys and glasses. Two basic conclusions can be drawn from this

work: 1) simple linear equations of motion (which include anisotropy)

suffice for an approximate description of the observations (for example,

the value of various critical angles can be calculated from a

knowledge of second order elastic constants alone); 2) certain

observations at and near the critical angle, involving the production

of anomalous harmonics, strongly imply that the nonlinear character-

istics of the solid (third order elastic constants) cannot be ignored.

Nevertheless, there are still other possible explanations

for these effects involving the nonlinear properties of water.

JAccordingly, further spectral response measurements of a more
absolute nature are being pursued. Such measurements should provide

a complete characterization of the phenomenon including the separate

roles played by the water path and the solid.

1
I

Ii
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